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93.8% of Wizard Users are Satisfied Users of the 

Wizard 

 

Here are the responses to a recent surveyof our customers. 

 

1. Please give us any final thoughts on The Wizard? 
 

Really nice! I've managed to pay for almost a lifetime's worth of subscriptions in a few 

days using The Wizard.  Not bad I'd say. 

 

Amazing 

 

The Wizard is outstanding every year. The best I've ever used by far, by far, by far. 

Kevin is a really good teacher, too. Seriously, I love the Wizard. It's the best product on 

the market, and you should have a million subscribers, really. 

 

Great Product 

 

IT IS A BLESSING TO MY TRADING AND I AM SO GLAD I FOUND IT 

 

What I have to say is "it's the most incredible program I've ever used and I hope that it 

sticks around for a long time to come" 

 

I'll subscribe to the wizard as long as I'm in the stock market. That's probably for life. 

Though the associate program fizzled I still tell others how wonderful a product it is. 

Keep up the great work. 

 

I'm glad I'm a customer of the Wizard. It’s a very good tool. it has improved my trading 

significantly! 

 

One of the best tools available for stock traders.  Also, very good training. 

 

Great tool. Has given me confidence to trade with real money after 2 years paper 

trading with Command Trade FX 

 

Excellent... 

 

Nice product and service!!! 

 

Like the product since my personal trading is terrible (emotion filled). 

 



Great product 

 

An awesome system created by a just and honorable man. Thank you Gene!  

 

I like the Wizard for its simplicity. 

 

Thank you. The Wizard is an excellent tool. I am very impressed. 

 

after only using it a week, I think it is a great tool. 

 

Extremely satisfied with the stocks/ETF product. 

 

Excellent product. 

 

 

 

2. What customers liked about the Wizard 
 

Ease of use. 

 

Clear recommendations, and specific price points; trend data. 

 

Simplicity of placing trades by watching for the pre-sells/buys. 

 

Whatever the formulas are, they seem to work well. 

 

Tells you the buy and the sell price. 

 

Simplicity. 

 

Transparency of the trade calls AND the training webinars 

 

It is intuitively designed and provides specific pre-buy &pre-sells. 

 

I like the simplicity of use. 

 

Gauging the market trends - i.e. sectors and also when you scan all of a market (SP500) 

you can see how many buy vs. sells. Good indication of trend. 

 

Its simplicity, clarity. gives me goal numbers to aim for...so helps me stay in. don't work 

nearly as hard 

 

Keeping me in the market when the trend is good and out of the market when its not! 

 

Stop and limit target for each pre-buy/sell 



 

The ease of use 

 

Simple to navigate 

 

The accuracy and simplicity of the software 

 

Specific signals on when to buy and sell 

 

I like the way it picked the futures and forex 

 

Simplicity, looks of web pages, seems to have reasonable signals 

 

The whole thing. 

 

Taking the emotions out of trading 

 

Clear sell/buy recommendations 

 

Exact entry and exit and consistency 

 

Simplicity of red and green signals, short term and long term; ease of use; addition of 

color-coded charts; ability to search stocks and ETFs 

 

The trend analysis and specific price entry, stop, and target values make the trade 

decision simple and fast, with a high probability of a win. 

 

It tells me the day’s general trend and I trade in the direction of the general trend 

 

The trend analysis and specific price entry, stop, and target values make the trade 

decision simple and fast, with a high probability of a win. 

 

It tells me the day’s general trend and I trade in the direction of the general trend 

 

I like the fact that it gives you the price to get into the stock and money management. 

 

Easy to use. I'm new at Forex trading and the Wizard makes it easy, without looking at 

several charts/graphs, etc. 

 

Easy of use and presentation of current status 

 

The PowerScan feature that saves a lot of time 

 

Simplicity, clearsignals, win/lost ratio. 

 



Easy to use, well-organized, reliable, simple, but very effective trading tool. 

 

Easy to use and depth of coverage. 

 

It does the analyzing for you, and is simple to read 

 

The accuracy! It's the perfect tool to help navigate the market. The biggest plus is 

knowing what to do, no more guessing. 

 

Ease of use...easy to see recommendations with targets and stops 

 

Easy to understand and implement picks. 

 

Simplicity of signals to follow 

 

Providing trade signals for multiple timeframes 

 

The scan engine the stock movers and the webinars 

 

Easy to use, Great Customer Support, Profitability and Gene Stunkel 

 

Accuracy of the underlying engine. Ease of use. 

 

Great signals. Easy to use. Easy to follow. Very helpful seminars and tutorials. 

 

The longer trend! 

 

I like the market calls, day time frame, 

 

The precision of entry and exits 

 

Easy to use...clear entries and exits take the emotion out of trading. 

 

The training. It is very very good. I have mostly been listening to Kevin Dixon in the 

morning before I go to work. I try to watch his closing bell after I get home around 7 

p.m. He is a wonderful instructor, so patient, and passionate, and funny, but mostly 

knowledgeable. He treats everyone with such respect and kindness. I know that sounds 

completely corny. But it makes me feel very much at home while learning a very 

challenging subject. 

 

Helps me select the stocks that are most likely to go up/down. 

 

I like the fact that it plays off of support & resistance because that's what I try to do 

myself. 

 



The easy of use and accuracy. All of the trades I've identified with The Wizard have 

closed with nice turns. Quick and easy to find opportunities 

When to get in on a trade 

 

Simple to use 

 

The Wizard picks up on the trends before the big guys so when they move the market 

I'm laying there already in position for the move. 

 

Easy to find picks based on your own criteria. 

 

The layout and search features. 

 

Entry and exit targets 

 

Have high winning Rate good support easy to managed and clear. 

 

The entry - stop- target 

 

The 70 to 80 % accuracy that I have seen in the webinar. 

 

Easy to understand 

 

Taking the guess work out of entry/exit prices 

 

I like the pre-buy and pre-sells. It helps me confirm what I see in my technical analysis. 

 

1. Easy to use and understand 2. Good Browse section 3. Long and short term 

trends. 

 

 

3. Why did you initially want to try The Wizard? 
 

The simplicity of the signals 

 

Gives entry and exit points 
 

I recognized immediately that the software takes the guesswork out of the entry, exit 

and stop loss locations. This is what I had been missing since 2004. 

 

Timing for the market 

 

1. To minimize portfolio impact from market downturns. 2. Improve trade probability 

of success. 

 



To guide me in dealing with stocks 

 

Timing my trades better 

 

To get a professional unbiased view on the markets to help me in trading. 

 

To eliminate all the strategy analysis trading FX 

 

I had suffered for a long time, and all my predictions would turn out wrong. 

 

For trend following signals 

 

Looking to supplement income, Wizard appears to provide an edge in trading with 

initial investigation 

 

The Simplicity and Power of the approach 

 

Forgot that one, but glad I did. 

 

Because it provides a complete trade plan with specific entry and exit signals. 

 

Improving entry and exit points. 
 
I want to become successful at trading forex and then maybe move on to stocks 

 

Just wanted to try another good-looking and reasonably priced software/market-timer. 

Unfortunately I was still in evaluation-stage when the crash started. Following the 

Wizard would have saved me a third of my live savings. 

 

To see if the information it provided would result in profitable investment decisions 

 

To be on the right side of the market, long or short. 

 

Great results. 

 

Simple system to feel confident to trade forex 

 

Biggest challenge for a trader is determining the entry, stop and exit points. Wizard 

does the work for me 

 

Looking for better entries 

 

To improve my win rate and identify entry and exit points 

 

Cause nothing else had worked. 

 



Looking for a reliable black box system for long term trade signals 

 

Looked like accurate software for trading the markets. 

 

Accuracy in identifying trends, scanning securities and managing trade targets. 

 

I have had very poor results with other systems I have tried. And, your offer to allow me 

to use the system then decide plus your video and the horrible market conditions 

(practically no volatility) wasn't working for the system I used. I think I love this 

system. 

 

Looked at a live trading webinar 

 

Great track record of forecasting market moves. Easy to use signals. Love it. Amazing 

how Gene and the Wizard forecasted the big move up from Sept 2010 with a target of 

1348 (which the market just barely beat) and then forecast the huge drop in the past 2 

weeks with a downside target of 1100 and 998. It almost hit 1100 and may go lower. 

Regardless, if you follow The Wizard, you're going to make a lot of profit, and reduce 

your risk. I'm a huge fan, and will be happy to provide a testimonial. Heck, I'd to work 

for you. I was in sales and marketing for The Motley Fool for many years, and did great. 

But we never had a product that came close to the Wizard. 

 

Get more success 

 

I liked the idea of a calendar changing colors. During showing changes in the markets. 

 

It looked simple and results were promising. 

 

Needed a disciplined system 

 

Because of a very good review of it I saw from someone who is a member... and he was 

talking on UTube about how to protect yourself in the future. He then mentioned the 

Wizard. I looked into it, and decided, that even though I am new at trading, it is better 

than what I have been doing in the past - and that is giving all control to other people. I 

must take things into my own hands. The Wizard is giving me these tools. Knowledge is 

powerful. 

 

A friend told me he was making some very good trades w/it. 

 

To make better trades/ more money 

 

I like that recommendations come with open and close prices that other services do not 

have. 

 

Get an in and out point without using charts 



 

Liked concept, price to buy, price to sell, etc. 

 

I tried all of your competitor's first; Gorilla Trades, Vector Vest, etc. I even tried 

recommendation services such as Jim Cramer, the Street, etc. What I realized after 

losing a bunch of money is that the insiders know where the market is going before us 

little guys and by the time I get the information it's too late to make a profit or limit my 

losses. I tried The Wizard because I wanted a product that will identify the trend 

changes in time for me to make a profit. 

 

Got an email and it looked interesting. I had never heard of The Wizard until then. I had 

been paying the same amount to another "person/service" to provide trade alerts but 

was really unhappy with the return. I wanted to make my own choices so The Wizard fit 

the bill and sure enough it did. I recovered all of my losses due to the "other guy's" trade 

alerts and am up 25% now Year on Year, as a result of using The Wizard. 

 

Because of your claim of high probability winning trades. 

 

Looking for tips on how to trade with success. 

 

Saw your advertisement in Stocks and Commodities Magazine many years ago 

 

After huge losses in 2008 and missing that shoring opportunity I wanted tool that 

would keep my on the right side of the market. 

 

To be on right side of market and the timing for getting out and in 

 

Looking for a good way to find stocks and futures also forex so I'm looking for a reliable 

way to screen out the ones that are on the way up. 

 

To be a more consistent and profitable trader 

 

Looking for a more structured approach to buying and selling at correct prices for my 

IRA. I initially saw your product from a webinar by Alan Knuckman. I figured I would 

try it to help with my entry and exit points in futures. 

 

You ran a scan on futures and the results were amazing. 

 

Lead the market in projections on technical aspects 

 

I didn't have success previously 


